### Complete Post Fermentation®
- Aroma Hop Character

### HopRival® Dry Hop III
- American Dry-Hop Character

### HopRival® Dry Hop IV
- Hop + Spice Character

### Pumpkin Spice
- Hop + Fruit Character

### Black Pepper
- Hop + Other Flavor Character

### Multi-Dimensional Heat
- Aroma Hop Character

### Fusionary® Wit Bier
- Hop + Natural Flavors

### Lemon Shandy
- Hop + Natural Flavors

### Passion Fruit
- Hop + Natural Flavors

### Blood Orange Moon
- Hop + Natural Flavors

### Beer Type Flavor
- Hop + Natural Flavors

### Barrel Aged Flavor
- Hop + Natural Flavors